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Chapterr  5 

Fieldworkk and Primar y Data 

Inn new areas, and transition is definitely a new area, 

researchh starts with exploration: theory comes later. 

ZviZvi Lermcm, 2000 

5.11 Sources 

Thee primary data analysed in this study come from two groups of data sets. One is taken from 

thee official statistics on agriculture of the Czech Republic1. The other was generated during 

fieldwork. . 

Onn Czech agriculture, the 1996 round of the regular surveys conducted by the Czech 

Researchh Institute for Agricultural Economics (VUZE, in the Czech abbreviation) at Prague in 

thee framework of its ongoing monitoring of Czech agriculture was used. This set consists of 

observationss for 411 farms, including data on size category, area, product specialisation, labour 

andd wages, a detailed overview of input cost categories, revenues, yields and production 

efficiency,, and regional location. 

Thee second set comprises three surveys conducted in 1998 by the author in co-operation 

withh staff of the Mendel University at Brno, Czech Republic and of the Agricultural University 

att Nitra, Slovak Republic. The surveys were part of a larger programme of fieldwork on 

structurall  changes in Czech and Slovak agriculture, which started in late 1996. 

5.2.. Fieldwork Chronology 

Thee first part of this research project included identification of the main research issues in the 

fieldfield of the economics of agricultural transformation. The next step was to decide the empirical, 

andd specifically geographical contents of the study. Therefore in November 1996 contacts with 

Nitraa Agricultural University were established and a first research trip was made. The aim of the 
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visitt was to conduct interviews with the academic staff, carry out literature research, and visit 

somee farms. The idea was to gain a clearer picture of the structure and state of Slovak agriculture 

ass an example of Central and Eastern European agriculture. 

Onee main result of the trip was a clear sense of the need for own empirical work. At the 

time,, detailed micro-economic information was not available to outsider academic researchers. 

Dataa were produced by the Research Institutes for Agricultural Economics in the various 

countries,, but these were mainly used in support of policy formulation. Dissemination in publicly 

availablee reports was in processed, often aggregate format only2. For reasons explained earlier, it 

wass decided to carry out fieldwork in the successor countries to Czechoslovakia. This was 

plannedd in three phases: (1) a series of interviews, (2) survey development, and (3) survey 

implementation. . 

Duringg a stay at Brno and Nitra universities in September-December 1997, a first round 

off  interviews in both countries was conducted. The interviewees included managers of co-

operativee and traditional farms, operators of individual farms, agribusiness managers both in the 

inputt and the processing industry, managers of food trade firms, bankers operating in agriculture, 

officialss of regional government bodies and academic researchers. The conversations were 

structuredd around pre-identified research topics. 

Inn the course of interview work, some issues not reported in the literature studied 

appearedd to be additionally interesting. These were included for discussion in successive 

meetings.. This series of interviews was completed by a second round during a visit to both 

countriess in April-May 1998. The interviews both constituted a valuable source of information in 

theirr own right3 and provided the context for survey development, which started in spring 1998. 

Inn order to collect a body of consistent data, it was decided to use mail surveys rather 

thann continue with face-to-face interviews. Given the spatial dispersion of the target group and 

thee limits on time and financial means of the research project, other methods (self-administered 

intervieww forms; group surveys; telephone surveys) were not practicable. The advantage of 

selectingg the mail survey method was that, with the available time and money, uniform data on a 

relativelyy large group of farmers could be collected. The drawbacks of the mail procedure 

includee a typically low response rate, the possibility of self-selection, and no control for the 

researcherr over who is filling  out the form (see e.g. Fowler, 1984; Singer and Presser, 1989). We 

wil ll  discuss the impact of these biases below. 

Thee survey work targeted two types of agricultural producers. One questionnaire 

addressedd operators of individual farms, the other managers of co-operative, joint-stock and 

limited-liabilityy farms. As the focus of the research project was a comparative study of farming 
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structures,, most questions on both forms were identical, such as those on product selection and 

area,, financial structure, access to credit and subsides, and main problems in operating the farm. 

Partt of the questions was specific to the farm type. Traditional farm managers were 

questionedd about their relationship with farm members and landowners, and about employment 

developments.. Individual farmers were asked to give information on human capital and on their 

experiencess with the restitution process. Also they were asked to compare various aspects of 

theirr own farm operation practice with comparable features of farms in the traditional sector. The 

completee questionnaires can be found in the Appendix to this chapter. 

Itt was decided to investigate both individual and traditional farms in the Czech Republic, 

whilee in the Slovak Republic only traditional farms were targeted. This was both because of 

existingg contacts, and because individual farming is of only marginal importance in the Slovak 

Republic,, even more so than in the Czech Republic. Questionnaires were pre-tested in the Czech 

Brnoo area in a pilot study in May 1998 and some final adjustments were made. In July-August 

andd November 1998 the surveys were mailed out. 

5.33 Survey Methodology and Implementation 

Thee surveys were set up as confidential, but not anonymous, so that the geographical origin of 

responsess could be traced. In an accompanying letter, a brief explanation of the nature and 

objectivee of the survey was given (see Appendix). In order to increase both the quality of the 

responsess and the response rate, survey participants were offered an overview of findings 

{Fowler.. 1984:63). 

Thee survey to private individual farmers was mailed out to members of the Czech 

Associationn of Private Farmers (SSZ), which had shown an interest in participation in the 

researchh project. This was done in two waves: one of 530 forms in July, another of 551 forms in 

Novemberr 19984. In total 193 responses (18 % of mailings) were received by January 1999. As 

thee basis for selecting the sample, the address database of the SSZ was used. Addresses of 

individuall  farmers in 38 of the 76 Czech administrative districts represented in the database were 

available;; responses came from 31 districts. As the distribution of all Czech individual farmers 

overr all regions was unknown (as many other data on individual farming were and are), the 

distributionn of SSZ members' addresses over the available districts was taken to be a good 

approximation.. The survey sample consisted of draws out of each of the available districts 

proportionall  to the number of SSZ members in each district. 
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Thee survey among management of traditional farms in the Czech Republic, mailed out in July-

Augustt 1998, could not be conducted on a similar scale as access to the address database of the 

Czech-Moraviann Union of Agricultural Co-operatives was not possible. Hence, contacts 

establishedd during interview work were used to solicit co-operation of regional representatives of 

thee Agrarian Chamber, the overarching farm interest organisation of the Czech republic. These 

representativess mailed out the surveys to traditional farm management in their district. In that 

wayy 430 farm managers were addressed, of whom 69 (16 %) responded. As the survey 

progressedd region by region, it took from July to December 1998 to complete the mailings and 

receivee the responses. 

Thee survey to Slovak managers of traditional farms was mailed out in November 1998. 

Ass there was no access to a regionally differentiated address database, traditional farms were 

randomlyy selected from the Agricultural Register. Of the 837 questionnaires sent, 102 valid 

responsess (13 %) were received. 

Thee response rates for all three surveys were rather low, although it is difficult to decide 

whatt the standard for comparison should be. In other survey work on the economics of 

agriculturee in the region, the response rate is typically not reported"1. In mail surveys in general in 

thee Western European context a response rate "below 30 %" is normal (Fowler, 1984:67); but 

onee can think of many reasons for both a higher and a lower percentage in the Central European 

agriculturall  setting. In the final analysis, it is the extent to which the sample represents the 

populationn that matters. A fair representation is suggested by a 'normal' response rate. Without 

suchh a standard, there are two methods to evaluate representation. 

First,, one can think of reasons why particular characteristics (both those observed in the 

samplee and unobserved features) would be under- or over-represented in the sample, and how a 

possiblee divergence between sample and population matters to the analysis. Second, the sample 

cann be compared to other samples, although these probably have biases of their own. Similarity 

betweenn independent samples increases confidence in the extent to which both samples represent 

thee population. Below the extent to which the surveys represent Czech and Slovak farms is 

consideredd in both ways. 

5.4.. Survey Representation: the Czech Surveys 

Inn table 5.1 basic data on both Czech surveys are presented and compared to official data. 
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TableTable 5.I: Czech Survey Statistics and Official Figures 

organisationn type 

farmingg companies 

co-operatives s 

individuall farmers* 

off which* * - professional 

-- other indiv. 

Otherr farms*** 

alll farms 

Survey(1998) ) 

sampl l 

count t 

29 9 

40 0 

193 3 

70 0 

123 3 

--
262 2 

ee size 

% % 
11 1 

15 5 

74 4 

27 7 

47 7 

--
100 0 

meann size (ha) 

1,512 2 

1,707 7 

79 9 

101 1 

40 0 

--
494 4 

officiall figures (1998) 

number r 

Count t 

2,208 8 

1,256 6 

92,845 5 

32,365 5 

60,480 0 

958 8 

97,267 7 

% % 
2 2 

1 1 

95 5 

33 3 

62 2 

1 1 

100 0 

Meann size (ha) 

677 7 

1,411 1 

--
26 6 

--
46 6 

--
Inn the official information this figure comprises of agricultural primary production businesses with the legal form 

of'physicall  person' (podnikyfyzickych osob) in the 'Register of Economic Subjects'. In the survey information these 

aree members f the Czech Association of Private Farmers. 

**  * 'Professional' individual farms in the survey are farms where the owner both derives more than three-quarters of 

incomee from the farm and devotes over 40 hours weekly to farming. In the official data these are farmers registered 

inn the 'Agricultural Register' as producing food (i.e. for the market). 'Other' individual farmers in both sources is 

thee difference between the total number of individual farmers and the number of professional individual farmers. 

** **  In this category fall the remaining state-owned farms and farms for educational purposes. 

Sources:: survey findings, MACR (1999:TA 2.1), author's calculations 

Wass the survey representative of Czech agriculture, as far as the available figures in the table 

alloww for a comparison? First, the survey sample has relatively fewer individual farms. Second, 

withinn the group of traditional farms, co-operatives are over-represented; and on average, farm 

sizee is considerably larger in both surveys, compared to the official figures. These divergences 

aree related, since in the traditional-farm sample, as in the official figures, co-operative farms are 

onn average larger than other traditional farms. 

5.4.1.5.4.1. Explaining the Size Difference 

Itt is important to note that the size difference between official and survey data can not be 

explainedd by reference to the sample frame: addresses were obtained through regional 

representativess of both co-operative and other traditional farms, and the survey mailings were 

presumablyy addressed to a representative mix of both types. This is deduced rather than certain, 

sincee representatives reported the number of farms in their district - which number of 

questionnairess was then sent to them for further distribution - but not the distribution of farms in 

theirr district over farm types. 
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Inn the case of the individual-farm survey, the size bias was probably one of selection as 

welll  as response. The individual-farm survey was framed on the basis of the SSZ database and 

addressedd only those individual farmers who had chosen to become a member of that interest 

group.. Plausibly, this included mainly those farmers who considered themselves professionals 

andd find it worthwhile to become an SSZ member. The survey frame then probably under-

representedd part-time, smaller-scale landowners registered as individual farmers (of whom many 

aree probably gardeners). Since in the individual farming sector expansion is a condition for 

success,, this implied a bias towards the more viable farms. 

Althoughh this should be noted, for the analyses in this thesis this bias will not be a 

problem.. On the contrary: with proportional representation, the sample of individual farms 

wouldd have been saturated with responses from small-scale farmers and gardeners. If the focus is 

onn commercially viable businesses, one would not to like to have largely hobby farmers and 

otherr non-market oriented structures in the sample. 

Otherr reasons for the size divergence relate to response rather than selection. Operators of 

largerr individual farms more often are full-time farmers and therefore are likely to be more 

experiencedd in systematically evaluating the structure and performance of their businesses. In 

addition,, in the individual-farmer group larger farm size is connected to a higher education level. 

Presumablyy therefore, these farmers both had more opportunity and less trouble to fil l out the 

questionnairee than operators of smaller farms. 

Likewisee on larger traditional farms, there is often a (or several) member of the 

managementt team who deals exclusively with the economic and financial part of farm 

management.. Obviously, these 'farm economists' (as they often signed the questionnaire) are 

bothh more skilled in producing the information solicited in the questionnaire and more interested 

inn it than are non-specialised farm managers working on smaller farms. 

5.4.25.4.2 Corporate and Co-operative Farms 

Ass regards the explanation for the bias towards co-operative farms, this is partly accounted for 

byy the above, given the fact that this type is on average considerably larger than other traditional 

farms.. A second reason is that co-operative farms also were in general in a worse economic 

positionn than traditional farms (for reasons that will be explained below). Such less viable farms 

mayy have been more likely to respond for several reasons. 

Onee may be that entrepreneurs like to report their problems more than their successes. 

Second,, whether or not this tendency existed in general, it was likely to be stronger in the survey 

sincee managers reported to what is often perceived as a semi-official body (a university). 
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Respondentss may have lumped this institution together with other official bodies like the tax 

authoritiess and subsidy allocators. In those cases it was presumably attractive to report problems 

andd losses. 

Third,, this tendency was also stimulated by the presentation of the survey in the 

accompanyingg letter (see Appendix). This carried an emphasis on the 'many problems specific 

forr this sector' and the 'challenges of the present environment for farming businesses' - a focus 

thatt returned in some of the questions (e.g. question 4/6). 

Thiss phrasing had been chosen for good reasons based on interview experiences. A 

considerablee number of interviewees appeared surprised and pleased that someone would take 

thee effort to visit them and question them on their situation. This surprise was often coupled with 

bitternesss about the perceived neglect of representatives of official bodies and their lack of 

interestt in the 'real' situation in agriculture in the face of the grave difficulties that these farmers 

were,, they believed, going through6. Satisfaction with this unexpected opportunity to discuss the 

problemss of farming often appeared to be an important reason for the manager or operator to set 

asidee a considerable share of his (sometimes her) time. They often went into great detail in 

explainingg their situation. As this was very helpful for the research, a clear indication of the 

problem-orientedd focus of the survey in the accompanying letter seemed an effective way of 

increasingg the response. Inadvertently, however, this approach may also have appealed to the 

lesss successful practitioners of the agricultural profession more strongly than the others. 

Apartt from this direct concern with problem-sharing, the survey was also presented -

correctly,, one hopes - as an effort that might facilitate an improvement in agricultural policies 

throughh a better understanding of the situation of the sector. Again, this might have appealed to 

farmm operators in problems (which they frequently attributed to those policies), more strongly so 

thann others. 

Whyy were these economically weaker farms also often co-operatives rather than farming 

companies?? The main reason appears to be that in the process of restructuring, 'old' co-

operativess were often divided into a corporate farm and a 'new' co-operative farm. The latter 

wouldd typically inherit most debts and a less valuable production structure, and it was more or 

lesss destined to go bankrupt - or muddle through, if bankruptcy procedures could not be 

implementedd because of legal and juridical deficiencies. Since claims on farm land and other 

assetss were connected to the co-operative legal structure, the corporate successor farm was at 

oncee freed of such claims as well as endowed with a better asset/liability structure and a more 

promisingg production potential. Effectively, the opportunities for legal restructuring that the 
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reformm legislation offered were used to block owners' use of their property rights to the farm 

assets,, while leaving them mainly with the liabilities. 

Thiss process appeared to be intensifying in the period directly preceding the survey. The 

seven-yearr interim period for the sector was about to end in 1999, and owner claims to farm 

assetss would have to be met in kind if required7. One third of responding co-operative farm 

managerss indicated they planned to transform their farm into a corporate structure within a year. 

AA considerable number of corporate farms had presumably recently changed status. Also the 

authorss of a World Bank report on Czech agriculture, which appeared shortly after the survey, 

notedd that 'transformation often leaves empty, skeleton co-operatives behind with most of the 

debts...'' (Csaki el ah. 1999:xxi). 

Alsoo some survey findings are in line with this presumed development. The figures show 

thatt co-operatives were more involved in loss-making activities (such as milk production) and 

hadd more debts in 1998 than corporate farms. They were considerably larger than corporate 

farmss in a sector where contraction and cost decreases were survival strategies. Their 

profitabilityy relative to that of corporate farms declined continuously over the years 1993-1997. 

Thee few farm managers who could not respond to the questionnaire because their farm was in 

liquidationn all represented co-operative farms. In sum, it appears plausible that, since co-

operativess were generally both larger and worse off than other traditional farms, this accounts for 

theirr over-representation in the survey. 

5.4.3.5.4.3. Implications of the Biases 

Iff  the official figures in table 5.1 are assumed to be a better representation of Czech agriculture, 

thee survey findings should be qualified in two respects. First, the survey depicts a group of 

traditionall  farms that is larger and faces more problems than does the average Czech traditional 

farm.. Thus the results of this study on the problems and viability of the traditional part of the 

sectorr should be taken as a picture that is somewhat bleaker than reality. Second, the reverse is 

truee for the individual farms; here is a bias towards the larger and more viable structures. 

Consequentlyy the comparative picture studied in this thesis is drawn to the advantage of the 

individual-farmingg part of the Czech agricultural sector, which as a whole was in reality in a 

moree problematic position. 

Thee bias is regrettable, as all distortions in research data are. But its existence does not 

implyy that the data are unfit for investigation of our topic. The object of this book is to explain 

whyy individual farming is apparently so problematic in Central Europe. In subsequent chapters, 

wee will attempt to identify reasons for this problem by use of the present data. The bias in the 
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dataa tends to blur any relative disadvantages connected to individual farming, which we seek to 

identify.. In consequence, if such disadvantages are nevertheless observed in the present samples, 

theyy are likely to be even more relevant, not less, for the genuinely average individual farm as 

comparedd to the average traditional farm. 

5.55 Comparison to the VUZE data 

Apartt from the official, aggregate figures published in annual reports on the state of agriculture 

(MACRR 1995, 1996, 1998), the other reference data that can be used to evaluate the 

representativenesss of the survey findings is another sample: the 1996 round of panel data on 411 

farmss of the Czech Research Institute for Agricultural Economics (VUZE). Compatible 

informationn in this data set is restricted to data on size, product mix, and financial performance 

(tablee 5.2). 

TableTable 5.2: Structural Characteristics: 1998 Survey Sample Compared To 1996 VUZE Sample 

Farmm type 

Source e 

Numberr in sample 

Animalss (head)* 

DairyDairy cows 

BeefBeef cattle 

Hags Hags 

Areaa (hectares): 

Cereals Cereals 

RootRoot crops 

FodderFodder crops, pasture 

Other Other 

TotalTotal area 

Employeess (number) 

Profitablee (1996,%) 

Individuall  farms 

Survey y 

193 3 

VUZE E 

238 8 

Co-operativee farms 

Survey y 

40 0 

VUZE E 

129 9 

Otherr traditional farms 

Survey y 

29 9 

VUZE E 

43 3 

12 12 

19 19 

180 180 

9 9 

5 5 

8 8 

419 419 

680 680 

2,093 2,093 

392 392 

188 188 

506 506 

327 327 

559 559 

1,112 1,112 

256 256 

93 93 

761 761 

81 81 

5 5 

25 25 

10 10 

116 116 

1 1 

52 2 

42 42 

14 14 

9 9 

8 8 

73 73 

3 3 

26 6 

1,110 1,110 

73 73 

329 329 

175 175 

1,707 1,707 

115 5 

56 6 

720 720 

97 97 

481 481 

349 349 

1.647 1.647 

106 6 

5 5 

911 911 

70 70 

295 295 

211 211 

1,512 1,512 

83 3 

48 8 

543 543 

32 32 

347 347 

186 186 

1.108 1.108 

79 9 

12 2 
-,, 1 1 1 1 1 

Inn the VUZE data set, information on animals was available for individual farms under 100 hectares oniy. 
Thiss decreased the number of observations from 238 to 195. Source: survey findings, VUZE( 1996) 

Thee table confirms that both individual and traditional farms in the survey sample were 

considerablyy larger - in terms of area and, especially, herd size - than in the VUZE data. Part of 

thee differences within the crops group is related to the different monitoring moments. For 
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example,, in 1996-1998, there was a shift towards grains production and away from potatoes and 

sugarr beet (root crops) (Commission, 1998). 

Thee most striking difference is in the profitability information figures: farms, especially 

traditionall  farms, in the VUZE panel much more often reported losses than farms in the survey 

sample.. This profit reporting is inconsistent with observed production structures combined with 

availablee cost and price information. Such a calculation indicates that the VUZE-panel farms 

weree less involved in loss-making activities than were the survey-sample businesses. Two 

observationss may account for this contradiction and for the gap. 

First,, profit information in general is of limited reliability because of the considerable 

sharess of costs and revenues that are not monetised. There are payment arrears and barter 

transactionss at both the sales and the input side of the farm; there are 'bad' debts; and individual 

farmm operators should take account both of their own labour and the value of own consumption 

fromm farm produce in profit reporting. Respondents may or may not have corrected for each of 

thee above disturbances, and if so, the prices at which they valued produce and labour may have 

differedd from case to case. Under these conditions it is unsurprising that different samples 

producee substantially different profitability figures, which both also differ from profitability 

figuress calculated on the basis of official prices. 

Second,, why are profitability figures in the survey higher than the VUZE figures? The 

plausiblee explanation is that managers of the survey sample farms had less reason to expect their 

19966 profit information to reach the tax authorities. This was so both because, at the time of 

surveying.. 1996 was two years ago and because they were not reporting to an official Czech 

institution.. In contrast, managers of the VUZE sample farms had more incentive to under-report 

profitt levels, while the conditions described above gave them ample opportunity to do so. This 

wouldd imply that the survey figures are the more reliable ones. 

5.66 Geographic Distributio n of Responses 

Twoo types of regional units can be used in an analysis of the regional representation of the 

survey:: the 76 administrative districts and 4 agricultural areas in the Czech Republic. Table 5.3 

presentss an overview of the geographic distribution of mailings, responses, response rates and 

farmm sizes over administrative districts of the individual-farm survey. 
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TableTable 5.3: Geographic Distribution of the Czech Individual-Farm Survey 

district t 

mailed d 

returned d 

resp.. % 

sizee (ha) 

Prahaa 1 

2 2 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 2 

I I 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 4 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 6 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 7 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Prahaa 9 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

BeneSov v 

44 4 

9 9 

20 0 

51 1 

Beroun n 

41 1 

8 8 

20 0 

74 4 

Kolin n 

8 8 

2 2 

25 5 

15 5 

Kutna a 

Hora a 

48 8 

6 6 

13 3 

29 9 

district t 

mailed d 

returned d 

resp.. % 

sizee (ha) 

Mëlnik k 

48 8 

10 0 

21 1 

37 7 

Ml.. Bo-

leslady y 

45 5 

9 9 

20 0 

179 9 

Nymburk k 

40 0 

8 8 

20 0 

141 1 

Praha--

oost t 

39 9 

I I 

3 3 

58 8 

Praha--

west t 

58 8 

7 7 

12 2 

243 3 

Pribram m 

56 6 

2 2 

4 4 

38 8 

Rakov--

nik k 

12 2 

1 1 

8 8 

40 0 

C.. Bu-

Dëjovice e 

44 4 

2 2 

5 5 

20 0 

Cesky y 

Krumlov v 

16 6 

6 6 

38 8 

93 3 

Pelhfi--

mov v 

28 8 

5 5 

18 8 

94 4 

district t 

mailed d 

returned d 

resp.. % 

sizee (ha) 

PiSek k 

I I 

0 0 

0 0 

n.a. . 

Pra--

chatice e 

19 9 

6 6 

32 2 

179 9 

Stra--

konice e 

37 7 

12 2 

32 2 

80 0 

Tébor r 

39 9 

2 2 

5 5 

58 8 

Kariovy y 

Very y 

5 5 

3 3 

60 0 

130 0 

Klatovy y 

57 7 

11 1 

19 9 

66 6 

DeCin n 

1 1 

1 1 

100 0 

30 0 

Zdaff nad 

Szatavou u 

58 8 

17 7 

29 9 

57 7 

Brumal l 

44 4 

I I I 

25 5 

114 4 

Frydek--

Mistek k 

31 1 

5 5 

16 6 

105 5 

district t 

mailed d 

returned d 

resp.. % 

sizee (ha) 

Karvina a 

8 8 

1 1 

13 3 

20 0 

Novy y 

Jicin n 

28 8 

5 5 

18 8 

38 8 

Olomouc c 

55 5 

9 9 

16 6 

70 0 

Opava a 

46 6 

6 6 

13 3 

59 9 

Ostrava a 

2 2 

1 1 

50 0 

40 0 

Pferov v 

62 2 

14 4 

23 3 

38 8 

Sumperk k 

35 5 

7 7 

20 0 

34 4 

VSetin n 

19 9 

4 4 

21 1 

12 2 

Unknown* * 

3 3 

1262 2 

Total l 

1081 1 

193 3 

18 8 

72 2 

**  The 'unknown district' category obviously comprises three individual farms that are successor organisations of 
statee farms. 
Source:: survey findings 

Thee variation of the rates of return over regions is modest. For all 31 regions, the standard 

deviationn is 19 on an average of 18. However, most of this variation is generated by the 12 

regionss where few (less than 10) questionnaires were mailed. If these are excluded, the standard 

deviationn reduces to 9 on an average of 19. 

Alsoo regional non-response is not an important problem. Of the 38 regions mailed, no 

responsee was received from 7. This loss was insignificant both in terms of respondent number 

andd in terms of the representation of agricultural activities. Of those 7 regions, one was mailed 2 
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questionnaires,, the other 6 just one. On the 1081 sample, a full response in these regions could 

havee improved the rate of return only from 17.8 to 18.4 %. The reason for this low density of 

individuall  - and other - farmers is that 6 of these 7 regions are predonrnantly urban areas 

(districtss of greater Prague). 

5.77 Geographic Distributio n of Farm Sizes 

Theree was considerable variation in farm sizes, dependent on location. This is both a result of 

naturall  circumstances and an inheritance from the central planning era. As an illustration, table 

5.44 shows the distribution of responses and farm sizes of the traditional-farm survey. 

TableTable 5.4: Geographic Distribution of Traditional Farms and Farm Sizes in the Survey 

district t 

Plzen-north h 

Strakonice e 

Klatovy y 

Svitavy y 

Jicin n 

Nymburk k 

Benesov v 

Havlicküvv Brod 

Uhefskéé Hmdiste 

nr.. of 

respondents s 

4 4 

2 2 

9 9 

j j 

5 5 

2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

I I 

mean n 

farmm size (ha) 

2,590 0 

1,729 9 

565 5 

2,606 6 

1,427 7 

1,700 0 

3,000 0 

540 0 

1.440 0 

district t 

Prostéjov v 

Novyy JiCin 

Ceskéé Budèjovice 

Olomouc c 

Blansko o 

Pferov v 

Chrudi'm m 

Jihlava a 

Unknown n 

nr.. of 

respondents s 

8 8 

2 2 

5 5 

1 1 

1 1 

7 7 

7 7 

1 1 

4 4 

mean n 

farmm size (ha) 

1,324 4 

1,356 6 

1,651 1 

1,570 0 

880 0 

1,383 3 

1,604 4 

1,269 9 

1,876 6 

Source:Source: survey findings 
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AA complementary assessment of the geographical representation with regard to farm sizes is 

possiblee using the distribution over agricultural areas rather than administrative districts. 

Agriculturall  areas are considered to be relatively homogenous with respect to climatic and soil 

conditionss and used in all sorts of agricultural descriptions. Three of them are named after the 

cropp that is best produced there (sugar beet, potatoes and maize); the other comprises of the 

mountainouss or sub-mountainous regions. In the VUZE data set, both the region and detailed 

costt structure for each unit is given, so that region-specific calculations of costs and revenues per 

hectaree and per animal could be made (section 5.8 below). Table 5.5 presents some of the 

productionn conditions that define each of the regions. The distribution of farms and farm sizes, in 

bothh surveys, over these agricultural areas is shown in table 5.6. 

TableTable 5.5 

Are a a 

'maize' ' 

'sugar r 

beet' ' 

'potato' ' 

'(sub-) ) 

mountai--

nous' ' 

Source:: VI 

 Production Conditions in Agricultural Areas 

Temm pa rat ure ( ) 

July July 

20 0 

19 9 

16 6 

14 4 

JEPPp p 

Jan Jan 

_2 2 

-4 4 

-5 5 

-6 6 

rimaryy d 

Mean Mean 

10 0 

8 8 

9 9 

5 5 

ata a 

Precipitation , , 

mmm annuall y 

530-650 0 

600-715 5 

600-800 0 

800 800 

Soill type 

Blackk earth 

Brownn earth 

Brownn earth 

Varied d 

Relie f f 

Flat t 

Flat,, moderately 

sloping g 

Highlands,, hilly 

Sloping g 

Lan dd cultivate d 

inn % of surfac e 

87 7 

95 5 

17 7 

25 5 
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TabicTabic 5.6: Distribution of Farms and Farm Sizes over Agricultural Areas 

Samp p ee size. 

Farmm size 

region* * 

11 | 2 3 3 4 4 

individuall farms 

VUZE E 

Survey y 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

48 8 

2 2 

--
0 0 

80 0 

87 7 

98 8 

2 2 

57 7 

138 8 

73 3 

95 5 

65 5 

11 1 

71 1 

34 4 

co-operativee farms 

VUZE E 

Survey y 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

--
0 0 

--
0 0 

1,478 8 

51 1 

1,772 2 

22 2 

1,179 9 

84 4 

1,646 6 

15 5 

1,233 3 

4 4 

--
0 0 

corporatee farms 

VUZE E 

Survey y 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

sizee (ha) 

number r 

911 1 

5 5 

--
0 0 

995 5 

12 2 

1,330 0 

14 4 

891 1 

26 6 

1,597 7 

13 3 

--
0 0 

--
0 0 

**  Region codes: I = 'maize', 2 = 'sugar beet', 3 = 'potato', 4= '(sub-)mountainous'. 

Sources:: survey findings, VUZE (1996) 

Althoughh average farm size in the survey was found to be considerably larger than the 

correspondingg figure in the VUZE data, the distribution of farm sizes over agricultural areas 

appearss to be similar, except for the corporate farms. This difference might well be connected to 

thee on-going process of creation of corporate from co-operative farms, which appeared to 

acceleratee in 1997-1998 (see section 5.4.2 for details). 

Thee survey sampling pattern over agricultural areas roughly resembles the official 

samplingg pattern for traditional farms; for individual farms it appears that region 4 is over-

representedd and region 2 under-represented. This implies that the survey represents individual 

farmss that, on average, are not only larger, but also operate in less advantageous natural 

conditions,, compared to the official data. This might be interpreted as removing the bias towards 

thee more successful farms. 

Wee now consider the relation between the distribution of farms over districts and over 

agriculturall  regions. In table 5.7. the distribution in the Czech Republic of administrative 

districtss over various categories is compared to the corresponding categories in the two survey 

samples. . 
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TubhTubh 5.7: Distribution of Districts and Respondents overproduction Conditions 

Sample Sample CzechCzech Republic 

Category y ## districts 

traditionaltraditional farm sample 

## districts %(#)) responses 

individualindividual farm sample 

## districts %{#)) responses 

DistributionDistribution of districts over agricultural regions 

Maize e 

sugarr beet 

Potatoes s 

(sub--

)mountainous s 

Unknown n 

A l l l 

3 3 

29 9 

33 3 

I I I 

0 0 

76 6 

0 0 

7 7 

10 0 

0 0 

--
17 7 

0(0) ) 

52(35) ) 

422 (28) 

0(0) ) 

6(4) ) 

100(67) ) 

0 0 

3 3 

19 9 

9 9 

--
31 1 

0(0) ) 

311 (60) 

500 (97) 

17(33) ) 

2(3) ) 

100(193) ) 

DistributionDistribution of districts over productivity areas (KCs/liectare, 1994) * 

4-12.000 0 

12-16,000 0 

16-19,000 0 

19-21,000 0 

21-28,000 0 

Unknown n 

Al l l 

12 2 

15 5 

15 5 

17 7 

17 7 

0 0 

76 6 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

9 9 

4 4 

--
17 7 

13(9) ) 

4 (3) ) 

4 (3) ) 

499 (32) 

24(16) ) 

6(4) ) 

100(67) ) 

6 6 

8 8 

6 6 

4 4 

7 7 

--
31 1 

244 (47) 

17(33) ) 

17(32) ) 

288 (55) 

12(23) ) 

2(3) ) 

100(193) ) 

DistributionDistribution of districts according to agr, land owned by individual farmers (% in 1994): 

lesss than 10 

10-15 5 

15-20 0 

20-35 5 

Overr 35 

Unknown n 

AH H 

21 1 

14 4 

17 7 

16 6 

8 8 

0 0 

76 6 

n,a. . 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a. . 

n.a a 

n.a. . 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a a 

n.a. . 

n.a a 

7 7 

7 7 

8 8 

4 4 

5 5 

--
31 1 

222 (43) 

28(55) ) 

23(44) ) 

7(14) ) 

18(34) ) 

2(3) ) 

100(193) ) 

n.a.. = not applicable. * KCs denotes the Czech Crown. At the time of surveying KCs 30.0 = USD 1. In 1994, KCs 

28.22 = USD 1. Sources: survey findings, Bicik and Götz (1998) 

Ass districts vary greatly in size, a comparison of distribution of responses over districts to the 

Czech-Republicc distribution is only a crude measure of representation. With this qualification. 

thee percentages show that both surveys follow the national pattern with regard to the distribution 

off  districts over agricultural areas. 

Wee also consider productivity, as indicated by revenues per hectare. In the Czech 

Republic,, 49 out of 76 (64 %) administrative districts are classified as located in one of the three 

mostt productive categories where the bulk of agricultural output is produced (16,000 - 28.000 

KCs/ha).. In the traditional-farm survey, 81 % of those responses that could be located come from 
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thesee productive areas. In contrast, only 58 % of located individual-farm responses come from 

thee high-productivity areas. This reflects the fact that individual farms are in general located in 

thee lower-productivity regions, for reasons inherent in the restitution process (further explained 

inn chapters 6 and 7). This finding is also in line with the relatively large number of individual 

farmss in (sub-)mountainous region 4 found in table 5.6. 

Alsoo the relative position in local agriculture of individual farmers is of interest. One 

indicatorr is the percentage of agricultural land owned by individual farmers in a particular area in 

1994.. The national distribution of this variable over the administrative districts is roughly 

reproducedd in the survey responses, as is shown in the table. This means that in the survey, the 

mixx of individual farmers operating in an environment dominated by traditional farming and 

thosee with relatively many individual farm colleagues in their vicinity, is quite representative of 

thee Czech situation. The early date of the reference information is no problem here, as the 

regionall  structure of individual farming did not change much after 1994 (farm sizes and number 

off  farmers did, as was shown earlier). Survey findings show that only 3 of the 193 individual 

farmss from which responses came had been established after 1994. 

5.88 Matching Data From Both Czech Data Sets 

Onee drawback of the survey data is that information on revenues, and hence aggregate output 

levels,, was not collected because of response rate concerns. In the survey, area and herd size 

weree observed per farm, but not output levels or their money values. Since these data are 

importantt for analyses of e.g. farm sizes and market behaviour, revenues levels were computed 

usingg official figures. One option was to multiply area and animal numbers in the survey by all-

Czechh Republic yield and productivity figures from the official statistics. This method would, 

however,, not take into account the significant variation over regions and farm types in 

productivity. . 

Thereforee information on the per-hectare and per-animal revenues from the VUZE data 

sett was used to calculate the share in revenues for each product, :n each farm observed in the 

survey.. To this end, each of the survey observations (farms) was matched to a VUZE 

observation.. The criterion was that matching farms should be of the same governance type 

(individuall  or traditional farm), should be located in the same agricultural region, and be similar 

inn total area, number of (dairy and beef) cattle, and hectares of cereals. For each 1998 survey 

observation,, a set of 1996 VUZE observations that satisfied these criteria was identified. 
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Thenn within that group the closest match on the other common variables (which were: 

areaa fodder, meadows and pastures, and number of employees) was made. A prerequisite for 

validd matching as implemented here obviously is that the regional relation between scale, scope 

andd location on the one hand and efficiency and regional price levels (the factors that control 

revenuee levels) on the other hand did not change significantly in 1996-1998. This is indeed 

plausible,, as factors determining this relation such as technical progress, regional development or 

climaticc change are clearly longer-term processes. 

Whereass livestock numbers were directly observed in the survey, for crops the matching 

processs required some decomposition. In the survey, the area of crops was observed on a more 

aggregatee level than was the case in the VUZE data. Survey respondents reported 3 groups of 

crops:: cereals (including winter and summer wheat, winter and spring barley, rye, oats, and 

maize),, root crops (potatoes and sugar beet), and a category 'other' (which turned out to contain 

almostt exclusively pastures, meadows and fodder crops). These composite groups were 

disaggregatedd on the basis of the product shares observed within the same composite group in 

thee matching VUZE farm. For example, the area winter wheat in a particular survey farm was 

determinedd as 

{areaa winter wheat (ha)}siirvey = {area cereals (lia)}survey*{area winter wheat (ha)/area cereals (ha)}  VUZE 

Afterr matching each survey farm to a VUZE farm, revenue information from the latter was used 

too supplement information on the survey farm. The assumption was that, given the usually close 

matches,, the per-hectare and per-animal revenues of the VUZE farm would be a good proxy for 

thee same variables in the survey farm, after correction for price and productivity trends because 

off  the different years of observation. 

Thee per-product revenues in survey farms were calculated as the product of actual 

productionn units observed in the survey farm (/'.<? number of animals and number of hectares of 

crops)) and compatible revenues per production unit (hectares or feeding days) in the matching 

VUZEE data. In the VUZE data, total financial revenues per product as well as production units 

forr each product were given. On this basis revenues per production unit were calculated. These 

productivityy figures were then made compatible (e.g. feeding days were converted into animals) 

andd multiplied with the number of hectares or animals in the matching survey farms. For 

example,, revenues for a particular crop product were calculated as 

{revenuee (KCs)}survey = {value production (KCs) / area (ha)}VuzE * {area(ha)}survt:y 
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Sporadically,, the survey farm would produce products that the VUZE farm did not. and hence 

theree was no matching revenue information. In those cases, the per-hectare revenue level 

averagedd over VUZE farms of the relevant type (i.e. either traditional or individual) in the same 

agriculturall  region was used as proxy. 

Theree were - often considerable - differences between the volume of production and the 

volumee sold. Especially in the 'fodder' category the bulk of production would be fed to the herd 

ratherr than sold; and in the case of non-perishable produce in general, initial and final stocks 

weree not necessarily equally large. The issue in constructing the revenue figures for survey farms 

wass whether sale figures or production figures from the VUZE data should be used. Since the 

resultingg figures are used either as indications of farm size (in chapter 6) or as a measure for 

exposuree to price risk (in chapter 10), sale figures were used. Thus fodder is considered not a 

farmm output, but an intermediate input for the production of milk and meat. The actual revenues 

inn Czech Crowns per hectare used in the calculations (where unsold production is not valued) are 

thus,, in some cases, small compared to total production valued at market prices. 

Notee also that in using these figures in the multiplication with areas observed in the 

surveyy farm, the assumption was that the ratio of production volumes over sale volumes was 

identicall  in both the survey farm and the matching VUZE farm. Ideally, one would of course 

wantt to use the actual ratio for each survey farm. However, the survey framework did not allow 

forr collecting financial information (which is precisely the reason for the whole matching 

exercise).. Given the similarities between the matching farms with regard to size, production 

structuree and region, it appears acceptable to use the above method in order to derive such 

informationn indirectly. 

AA final step in the construction of survey revenue data was taking the different 

observationn moments into account. VUZE data were for 1996, while product information for 

surveyy farms was given for both 1998 and 1992s. In the intervening years, both output prices and 

yieldd or productivity levels changed. The figures of, for example, imputed 1998 wheat revenues 

weree therefore multiplied by the ratio of 1998 over 1996 product prices, and again with the ratio 

off  1998 over 1996 yield levels. These ratios were taken from the national statistics. 

Thee different moments of observations are thus taken fully into account. The only factor 

assumedd constant in 1992-1996 and 1996-1998 is the structure of composite crop groups in a 

particularr farms: the decomposition figures from the 1996 VUZE data were applied to both the 

19922 and 1998 survey data. Note again that this relates to the disaggregation rule only, not to the 

actuall  areas of the composite groups and of the products within those groups. These were 

directlyy reported in the survey for both 1992 and 1998. 
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Thee procedure resulted, for each farm in the survey, in shares in total revenues for each of 

thee 28 products included in the VUZE data. Where shares of products are used in the analyses 

(ass in chapter 10 on risk exposure), it should be noted that complete price information for the 

1989-19988 years was available in the official statistics for 'only' 10 products. Consequently, 

onlyy these products were actually used in, for instance, constructing the risk exposure measure in 

chapterr 10, and the shares were recalculated accordingly. That selection implied hardly a loss in 

accuracy:: the rest of the products consisted of marginal crops (e.g. poppy seed, sunflower and 

flax)) that accounted for only between 0 and 3 % of total revenues. 

5.99 Representativeness of the Slovak Survey 

Thee examination of the degree to which the Slovak survey accurately represented Slovak 

agriculturee is less elaborate than the exercise on the Czech surveys, for several reasons. First, 

onlyy traditional farms were targeted in the fieldwork. Although there is a large number of 

individuall  farmers in Slovakia, they are insignificant economically compared to the other farm 

types,, much more so than in the Czech case (see chapter 7 for details and explanation). 

Thee average scale of operation of Slovak individual farmers was 11.4 hectares in 1997. 

whilee they worked a mere 8 % of agricultural land in 1998 (Swinnen and Mathijs, 1999:24). 

Accordingg to estimates by Wolz et al. (1998:75), two thirds of individual farmers work less than 

55 hectares of land, while only 5 % have over 50 hectares of land. This implies that only a few 

percentt of agricultural land in Slovakia is used for commercial private farming. Another part is 

workedd by hobby farmers and other own-consumption producers, and the bulk of area is used for 

productionn by traditional farms. Studying garden rather than farm production was simply not the 

aimm of the research. 
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AA second circumstance which simplifies this presentation is that location is not a variable 

thatt will be used in the comparative analyses of the Czech and Slovak Republics in chapter 7. In 

thee initial analysis of responses, the geographical origin of the majority was identified. Most of 

thesee turned out to come from the 'potato' or from the '(sub-) mountainous' zones, which are 

ratherr similar in production conditions. This is in line with the more homogeneous and less 

attractivee conditions for agricultural production in Slovakia compared to the Czech Republic, 

mainlyy because the country is smaller and more mountainous. Variation in natural circumstances 

withinn Slovakia is not likely to be a major factor in explaining differences between Czech and 

Slovakk farm performances or structures. 

Third,, the presentation of the Slovak data can be shorter because a number of 

explanationss of the peculiarities in the Czech findings also apply to the Slovak setting. These are 

nott repeated here. The survey data are compared to official data on some main, comparable 

dimensionss in table 5.8. 

TableTable 5.8: Slovak Survey Statistics And Official Figures, 1998 

farmm type 
dataa source 
numberr ( in sample / in Slovakia) 
averagee size (ha) 
averagee labour force (number) 
%% profitable* 

co-operativee farms 
survey y 

85 5 
1,448 8 
103 3 
52 2 

official l 
831 1 

1,583 3 
84 4 
52 2 

farmingg companies 
survey y 

8 8 
1,439 9 

59 9 
88 8 

official l 
529 9 

1,154 4 
47 7 
72 2 

** 1996 figures for both sources 

Companiess were clearly under-represented in the survey. Given the random survey design, it is 

nott easy to see why this is so. Furthermore, the difference in size of farm types is smaller in the 

surveyy than in the official figures, while the size of the labour force and percentage of profitable 

farmss resembles the corresponding official figures. It is somewhat surprising, given the small 

numberr of observations of farm companies, that this information is so similar to official 

information.. One reason may be the lower variation in farm characteristics in general in Slovak 

ass compared to Czech agriculture. 

Thee survey data are also compared to data from the Slovak Research Institute for 

Agriculturall  Economics (VUEPP). The latest observations in this data set are from 1996. VUEPP 

observationss were not labelled by type, and so the corporate/co-operative distinction could not be 

used.. The main findings here are that farms in the survey were smaller both in terms of cattle 

herdd size, labour force, and area, but had more pigs and beef cattle. Profitability indicators were 

againn of similar magnitude. 
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TableTable 5.9: 1998 Slovak Survey Sample and 1996 VUEPP Sample 

dataa source 

numberr in sample 

dairyy cows (head) 

beeff cattle (head) 

hogs(head) ) 

cerealss (# ha) 

roott crops (# ha) 

fodderr crops, pasture (# ha) 

totall area (# ha) 

employeess (number) 

profitablee (1996,%) 

surveyy (n=95) 

95 5 

266 6 

450 0 

1,445 5 

553 3 

56 6 

344 344 

1,453 3 

101 1 

56 6 

VUEPPP (n=80) 

80 0 

446 6 

401 1 

1041 1 

965 5 

73 3 

1373 3 

2,410 0 

187 7 

59 9 

Sources:: survey findings, VUEPP data 

5.100 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter the fieldwork organisation and primary data that form the basis for subsequent 

analyticall  chapters were presented and evaluated. The data describe 193 individual farms and 69 

traditionall  farms in the Czech Republic and 102 traditional farms in the Slovak Republic. They 

weree compared to official data, both primary data sets from agricultural research institutes in 

bothh countries, and published, aggregate data. Also the extent to which they are regionally 

representativee was evaluated for the Czech data. Various differences between farms in the 

surveyss and those in the official data were identified and mostly explained. 

Somee of these are not problematic; for instance, Czech survey data do not reflect the 

relativee numbers of individual and traditional farmers, which would lead to a saturation of the 

dataa set with small-scale, non-commercial individual farmers. Other differences concern 

variabless that are probably inaccurately observed in both the survey and the official data, such as 

profitability.. Yet other biases, such as those in size and economic viability, are relevant and 

shouldd be borne in mind in interpreting the results of this book; but they are unlikely to 

underminee the validity of its conclusions. 
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Appendixx to chapter  5: 

Thee Survey Questionnaires9 

I .. Covering letter  and questionnaire for  managers of co-operative, joint stock and limited 
liabilit yy farm businesses in the Czech and Slovak Republics 

Amsterdam,Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 1998 

To:: managers of a.s./s.r.o./co-operative farm businesses 
Concerns:: Research Project 

Dearr  Reader, 

Ass a manager of a co-operative farm or of an a.s. or s.r.o. farm business, you are herewith 
receivingg a questionnaire. It is part of a study carried out by the economics department of the 
Universityy of Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The aim of this project is to document the 
experiencee of farm managers in the present situation of the Czech agricultural sector. As many 
problemss specific to this sector are not generally well-understood, your information will be very 
helpfull  in directing further research and policy proposals. These could create an environment 
facilitatingg the further development of Czech agriculture. 
Fillingg in the questions below should take you not more than about 20 minutes. You can send 

thee ready forms in the pre-stamped, pre-addressed envelope sent with this letter and the 
questionnaire.. Also if you have any questions, you can use the telephone number given at the 
endd of the questionnaire. Your answers will be treated with strict confidentiality. 
Ass a token of our gratitude for your co-operation, we would be happy to send you an overview 

off  the findings of this study. In this way, you could learn how your colleagues are dealing with 
challengess of the present environment for farming businesses. If you are interested in this, fil l in 
yourr name and postal address below. You can sent it as a separate slip with the filled 
questionnairess so as to ensure confidentiality. 

Thankk you for your co-operation, 

(signature) ) 

Dirk.. J. Bezemer, M.Sc. 
Researchh Associate 
Departmentt of Economics 
Universityy of Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

YES,, I would like to receive an overview of the findings of this study 
NameName of my business: 
PostalPostal address: 
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NOTE:NOTE: When boxes are used, you can tick one box only, unless otherwise specified. 

1.. Activities 

la.. Of which legal type is your farm? ^ co-operative 
 a.s. or s.r.o. Go to question Id. 

lb.. Do you plan to change the farm into an a.s. or s.r.o within a year? year? Q] yes 
Dno o 

Jj^_//gww many of the members of your farm are also workers'? 

Numberr of members who are workers i i numberr of members who are not workers 
totaltotal  number  of members 

Id.. Please indicate the development of the number of cattle and crop area numbers since the start of your farm as 
a.s.a.s. or s.r.o. business or as a 'new' co-operative. 

NUMBERR (1998): NUMBER (AT THE START): 
dairyy cows: 
otherr horned cattle: 
P'gs: : 

P°ul"7i i 
goats. . 
other,, namely: 

GROUPP OF CROPS: 
grainss (wheat, barley, oat, etc.), corn, 
oilseeds,, leguminous plants 
potatoes,, sugarbeet 
fruitt and vegetables (including grapjes) 
other,, namely: 
totall  number  of hectares cultivated: 

HECTARESS (1998): HECTARES (AT THE START): 

le.. How important were the following reasons for product change decisions in this period? You can indicate 
importanceimportance by placing a cross on a scale a scale from I (important) to 5 (unimportant). 

unimDorrant t 
changess in output prices 
changess in input prices 
changess in subsidy policies 
(un)availabilityy of technology 
(unavailabilityy of labour 
changess in area 
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If.If. Please indicate your opinion on the following statements by placing a cross on a scale a scale from I (agree) to 5 
(disagree). (disagree). 

55 disagree 
"Underr the current bank credit conditions, 

JJ would like to obtain bank credit." 
"Withh current machinery prices and wages, I would 
likee to purchase more machinery and 
reducee the number of employees 

11 h. By how much did the number of employees change since the start of your farm as a.s. or s.r.o. business or as a 
'new''new' co-operative? You can use approximate numbers. 

Labourr force... att the start (a.sJs.r.oJeo-op) noww in 1998 
numberr of workers 
numberr of technical staff 
numberr of management 
TOTALL NUMBER 

li .. Many farms engage in other activities besides growing crops and rearing cattle. cattle. Please indicate the importance 
ofof these for the profitability of your business now and in 1992 by placing two crosses on each line. 

Contributionn to profitability (in % of total profitability): 
...inn 1997 ...in 1992 

10-200 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 
jj  building construction 
jj  food processing 
jj  transport 
wholesalee trade 
retaill  (own shop) 
machineryy repair/sale/rent 

2.. Land Ownership 

2a.. For the change of area since the start of this farm, how important were the following developments? You can, 
useuse approximate numbers. 

Changee since the start: 
rentingg in or renting out land: 
buyingg or selling land: 
de-collectivisationn and restitution: 
other,, namely: 

Increasee in land (ha): ii  decrease in land (ha): 

2b.. If you would now have the opportunity to rent or buy extra land, would you do it? 
 yes 

l~ll  no, the price here is too high 
l~ll  no, I don't want to expand area now. 
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2c.. Please indicate below how many of the owners of the land that your farm cultivates are urban or rural dweller, 
andand how many hectares these people own. You can use approximate numbers. 

+urbann dwellers: 
rurall  dwellers: 

alll  land owners: 

Numberr of people numberr of people 
Owningg less than 5 ha.: 
Owningg 5-10 ha: 
Owningg more than 10 ha: 
alll  land owners: 

2d.. How do you pay owners for using the land? f~ll  We pay most or all owners in money. 
[~11 We pay most or all owners in products. 

2e.. Since 1992, how many land owners have indicated tliat they wanted to take their land out of the farm under the 
regulationsregulations concerning de-collectivisation and restitution? 

number r 
peoplee who indicated they wanted tojake out land, for which a procedure was started 
peoplee who actually took out their land since 1992 
peoplee who, after taking their land out of our farm, offered it to our farm again 

3.. Finances 
3a.3a. Below you can indicate whether your farm has been profitable in 1993-1997, and whether you obtained credit 
fromfrom a bank or direct subsidies, other than subsidy from the Support and Guarantee Fund for Forestry and Farming 
(PGRLF)(PGRLF) on the bank credit and interest payment. You can place several crosses on one line. 

WasWas your Have you used Have you received direct 
farmfarm profitable? bank credit? subsidies (other than from PGRLF) 

Year: : 
1993 3 
1994 4 
1995 5 
1996 6 
1997 7 

yes s 
IT T a a 
D D a a 
D D 

u u a a 
D D a a 
D D 

yes s rr r a a 
D D 
D D 
D D 

u u 
G G a a 
D D 
D D 

yes s 

u u D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

U U 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

3b.. The last time you received bank credit, what did you offer the bank as security? You can tick several boxes. 
 land 

OO buildings 
l~ll  machinery or stocks 
l~ll  future revenues 
PII  other, namely: ... 
I~ll  the Support Fund for Forestry and Agriculture supported the credit 
l~ll  another, private, person or business guaranteed the credit. 

3c.. What was the maturity of the loan? 
 3 til l 6 months 

C]]  6 months til l one year 
QQ 1 to 4 years 
i~ii  more than 4 years 
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3d.. Did you ever have a loan appliance rejected? 
f~11 Never. Go to question 3f. 
QQ Yes, once or several times 

3e.. Did the bank give a reason for the rejection? 
II  I No, they gave no reason. Please indicate below what you think the reason was. 
II  I Yes, they gave the following reason or reasons (you can tick several boxes): 

nn profitability was not high enough 
l~ll  risk was too high 
l~ll  there was no adequate collateral (such as land or buildings) 
f~ll  there was no adequate bookkeeping information 
OO nobody guaranteed my loan 
C]]  I did not know the bank management personally beforehand 
[~11 other, namely ... 

3f.. How much did the following components contribute to total financial inflow in 1997? 

profits s 
subsidies s 
creditt from banks 
creditt from other 
firmss or from friends 

4.. Conclusion 
ManyMany people active in agriculture think that the sector is going through difficult times. What would you indicate as 
problemsproblems for the functioning of your farm? You can for each item place a cross on a a scale from 1 (big problem) to 5 
(no(no problem at all). 

0-15% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

16-30% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

31-45% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

46-60% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

60-755 % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

moree than 75% 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

II  time lag between delivery and payment of 
!!  products _ 
[_findingg and keeping .good employees 
ijojirtainingg credit from a bank 
findingg firms to sell jny product to 
acquiringacquiring access to subsidies 
fimdingfimding information on prices 
^^! riÊi n.toII n?t 'oiL on-B0veCnm?I,Ll egi1'at'Pns s 

other,, namely: 

noo Di-oblem 

PleasePlease send us your filled form in the pre-stamped, pre-addressed envelope today. Don't forget to include the slip of 
paperpaper with your address if you are interested in the results of this study. For any questions, contact: Barbara 
Kysilkova,Kysilkova, tel 05-746457. 

THANKK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM! 
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II .. Covering letter  and questionnaire for  operators of individual farms in the Czech 
Republic c 

Amsterdam,Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 1998 

To:: private individual farmers 
Concerns:: Research Project 

Dearr  Reader, 

Thee Association of Private Farmers is interested in the problems and performance of its members. If 
wee are well-informed about the specific challenges that our members have, we can do a better job in 
servicingg to you with information, and also in representing your interests with governmental bodies. 
Thereforee we recommend to your attention the questionnaire that is sent with this letter. In it, you 

havee the opportunity to inform us on a number of issues that are highly relevant in the current 
situationn of the agricultural sector in the Czech Republic. The questionnaire is part of an academic 
researchresearch project in co-operation with the University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, and will not 
bee used for business purposes. Your answers are treated completely confidentially. Filling in and 
sendingg us the questionnaire costs you nothing, and should take not more than 25 minutes. 
Wee would be very grateful for your co-operation. In return, we offer to send you a report on the 

outcomee of this research. In this way you can learn about common problems that private farmers 
face,, and about the way your colleagues cope with them. If you wish to receive an overview of the 
findingss of this study, please fill  in your address on the slip of paper below. Then post it separately 
withh the completed form in the pre-addressed, pre-stamped envelope. 

Iff  you have any questions, or wish to receive additional information on our research 
procedures,, please do not hesitate to contact the telephone number mentioned at the end of the e 
questionnaire. . 

Wee thank you for your co-operation! 

(signature)) (signature) 

Dirk.. J. Bezemer, M.Sc. Mr P.Kudlacek 
Researchh Associate Director, 
Departmentt of Economics Association of Private Farmers 
Universityy of Amsterdam, the Netherlands Prague 

YES,, I would like to receive an overview of the findings of this study 

NameName of my business: 
PostalPostal address: 
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NOTE:: When boxes are used, you can tick one box only, unless otherwise specified. 

1.. General information 

la.. In which year did you start your private farm? 19... 

11 b. What part of your time is devoted to work on your farm? Please place a cross in one box. 

jj  Number of hours worked per week: [ ] 

lc.. What percentage of your total income derives from your own farm ? 

incomee d_enyed_frqm own farm (%) 

Id.. What is your age? year 

le.. What is the highest level of education that you completed? 
CJJ preliminary and/or high school 
II  I college or university 

Lesss than 20 between 20 and 40 more than 40 

Lesss than 50 between SO and 75 more than 75 

2.. Factors of Production 

2a.. Please indicate whether you increased, decreased, or kept constant the number of cattle and crop area numbers 
sincesince the start of your farm. 
ANIMALS : : 
dairyy cows: 

NUMBERR (1998): NUMBER (AT THE START): 

otherr horned cattle: 

P'gs: : 
.. poulgjü 

goats s 
other,, namely: 

GROUPP OF CROPS: 
grainss (wheat, barley, oat, etc.), corn, 
oilseeds,, leguminous plants 
potatoes,_sugarbeet t 
fruitt and vegetables (including grapes) 
other,, namely: 
total: : 

HECTARESS (1998): HECTARES (AT THE START): 
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2b.. How important were the following reasons for product cliange decisions in this period? You can indicate 
importanceimportance by placing a cross on a scale scale from I (important) to 5 (unimportant). 

Importantt 1 unimoortant t 
Changess in output prices 
Changess in input prices 
Changess in subsidy policies 
(un)availabilityy of technology 
(un)availabilityy of labour 
Changess in area 

2c.. Many farms engage in other activities besides growing crops and rearing cattle. Please indicate the importance 
ofof both groups of activities for the profitability of your business. 
Contributionn to profitability 
inn ?c of total profitability of... 
Growingg crops 

0-155 16-30 31-45 46-60 more than 60 

Rearingg cattle 
Buildingg construction 
Foodd processing _.|_._ _ 
Transport t 
Wholesalee trade 
Retaill  (own shop) 
Machineryy repair/sale/rent 

2d.. Please indicate in the table below how you acauired your land. 
Methodd of acquiring land: 
II  claimed in the de-collectivisation process:_ 
II  bought from an individual, a farm or the statê  
11 rent from a co-operative, a.s. or s.r.o. farm: 
II  rent from the state: 

numberr of hectares: 

II  rent from an individual: 
II  can use free of charge: 
Otherr method of acquiring, namely.. 

2e.. If you would now have the opportunity to rent or buy extra land, would you do it? 
OO yes  no 

2f.. Please indicate how many employees you have. Employees can be permanent (employed all year round) or 
temporarytemporary (employed at busy times or for special jobs, e.g. harvesting in summer). Note mat 40 hours work per 
weekweek or more counts as one full-time job. 

NUMBERR OF EMPLOYEES: 
Permanent t 
Temporary y 

FULL-TIM E E PART-TIME E 

2g.. Do you own the machinery that you use yourself? 
nn Yes, I own all machinery that I use 
QQ Yes, but not all. I rent extra machinery in busy times (during harvest etc.) 
OO No, nothing. I rent or borrow all the machinery that I need. 

3.. Private and Corporate Farming 

3aa In what function were you before taking up private farming? 
OO worker in the agricultural sector.  worker outside the agricultural sector. 
CUU manager in the agricultural sector. Q manager outside the agricultural sector. 
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3b.. How does your present personal income compare to the wage you made in your previous position? 'Personal 
income'income' is here defined as after-tax farm profits minus investments. 
GG My present personal income is higher than my previous income. 
GG My present personal income is lower than my previous income. 
GG My present personal income is the same as my previous income. 

3c.. Are the prices that you pay for inputs and receive for your products better, the same, or worse than tlwse of co-
operative,operative, a.s and s.r.o. farms in your region? You can indicate this by placing a cross on a scale from I (higher 
prices)prices) to 3 (same (same prices) to 5 (lower (lower prices). 
Prices:: higher (1), the same (3) or lower 
(.5)? ? 
paidd fertiliser and pesticides prices 
pricee for buying or renting land 
pricee for using or buying machinery 
pricee for building construction 
salariess of my employees 
receivedd product prices 

4.. De-collectivisation and Restitution 

4a.. Did you you apply for the obtaining of land or machinery under the regulations regarding restitution and de-
collectivisation?collectivisation? You can tick several boxes. 
G N o. . 
GG Yes, but received nothing. Go to question 4c. 
QQ Yes, I obtained land. Go to question 4c. 
GG Yes, I obtained machinery. Go to question 4c. 

4b.. Why did you not apply for obtaining proprty in the de-collectivisation or restitution process"! 
GG Because I had no claim on any property in use by state or co-operative farms. 
GG Because I did not expect to obtain land or assets of sufficient quality within a reasonable time period, although I 
couldd have claimed them. 

4c.. How long did you wait between claiming and obtaining your property? 
GG less than three months  between three and six months 
GG between six months and a year Q more than a year (also tick this box if you are still 

waitingg for over a year now) 

5.. Banks and Subsidies 

5a.. Below you can indicate whether your farm has been profitable in 1993-1997, and also whether you obtained 
creditcredit from a bank or obtained direct subsidies (other than subsidy from the Support and Guarantee Fund for 
ForestryForestry and Farming (PGRLF) on the bank credit and interest payment). You can place several crosses on one 
line. line. 

Year: : 

1993 3 
1994 4 
1995 5 
1996 6 
1997 7 

WasWas your 
farmfarm profitable? 
yess no 

GG G 
GG G 
GG G 
GG G 

HaveHave you used 
bankbank credit? 
yess no 

aa n aa a 
aa a aa a aa a 

havehave you received direct 
subsidiessubsidies (not from PGRLF) 
yess no 

uu a aa a aa a aa a aa a 
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5b.. The last time you received bank credit, what did you offer the bank as security? You can tick several boxes. 
l ll  land CD future revenues 

 buildings  the Support Fund for  Forestry and Agricultur e supported the credit 
 machinery or  stocks CD another, private, person or  business guaranteed the credit. 

OO other, namely: ... 

5c.. What was the maturity of the loan? 
PII  3 til l 6 months  6 months til l one year 
OO 1 to 4 years  more than 4 years 

5d.. Did you ever have a loan appliance rejected? 
 Never. Go to question 3f.  Yes, once or  several times 

5e.. Did the the bank give a reason for the rejection ? 
E]]  No, they gave no reason. Please indicate below what you think the reason was: 
OO Yes, they gave the following reason or  reasons (you can tick several boxes): 

|~ll  profitabilit y was not high enough Q risk was too high 
OO there was no adequate bookkeeping  nobody guaranteed my loan 
f~]]  there was no adequate collateral O I did not know the bank management 

personallyy beforehand 

5f.. How much did the following components contribute to total financial inflow in 1997? 
46-60%%  61-75% more than 75% 

profit s s 
subsidies s 
creditt  from banks 
creditt  from other 
firm ss or  from friends 

0-15% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

16-30% % 

a a D D 
D D 
D D 

31-45% % 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

46-60' ' 

a a D D 
D D 
D D 

D D 
D D 
D D 

D D 
D D 
D D 
a a 

6.. Conclusion 
ManyMany people active in agriculture think that that the sector is going through difficult times. Wltat would you indicate as 
problemsproblems for the functioning of your farm? You can for each item place a cross on a scale a scale from 1 (big problem) to 5 
(no(no problem at all). 

timee lag between delivery and payment of 
products s 

55 no problem 

findingg and keeping good e.rnpIoyees 
obtainingg credit from a bank 
findingg firm s to sell my product to 
acquiringg access to subsidies 
findingfinding  information on prices 
findin gg information on government regulations 

PleasePlease send us your filled form in the pre-stamped. pre-addressed envelope today. Don't forget to include the slip of 
paperpaper with your address if you are interested in receiving an overview of the results of this study. 

Thankk you for  completing this form! 
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Notess to chapter 5 

11 In addition, official primary data from the Slovak Research Institute for Agricultural Economics 
(VUEPP)) wil! be used in this chapter to evaluate the validity of the survey data (section 5.9.). Due to their 
limitations,, these VUEPP data are not used in subsequent analyses, as the Czech VUZE data are. 

22 Since then, there has been a rapid growth of research groups and institutions engaging in both empirical 
workk of their own and co-operation with the state research institutes. Access to data of sufficient quality 
hass markedly improved. 

33 For an overview of interview findings, see Bezemer (1999). 

44 The two-wave set up was not planned beforehand: initially a higher rate of return in the first wave was 
expected. . 

55 See on this Majerova (1997) for Czech agriculture; World Bank (1995) for various CEE countries; 
Daviss and Gaburici (1999) for Romania; Wolz et al. (1998) for Slovakia; Mathijs et al. (1999) for the 
Czechh Republic; and Lerman et al. (1998) for Armenia. In most of these studies it is not mentioned which 
surveyy method was used (mail survey, self-administered survey, group survey, telephone survey, etc.) 

66 See Chapter 7 for an analysis of the official attitude towards agriculture in the Czech Republic. 

77 See Chapter 3 for an explanation of the Czech de-collectivisation procedure. 

88 More precisely: managers of traditional farms reported their 1998 and 1992 production structure, 
operatorss of individual reported the production structure in 1998 and 'at the start of the farms'. Most 
individuall  farms were established in 1990 (27), 1991 (66), 1992 (48), or 1993 (24). In the 182 responses 
too this question, six farms were started after 1993 and eleven before 1990 - going as far back as 1943. 

99 The questionnaires presented in the Appendix are translations from the original questionnaires, which 
weree in the Czech and Slovak languages. 
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